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2018 BMW X1
BMW’s Sports Activity Vehicle® casts a big shadow 

BMW is exceptionally adept at building vehicles that occupy the intersection of multiple value points.
The 2018 BMW X1 is a testament to this, perfectly balancing design savvy, luxuriousness, safety and
performance in a one-of-its-kind Sports Activity Vehicle®.

The look you know and love

The 2018 BMW X1 is unmistakably
an expression of what makes the
brand synonymous with the
Ultimate Driving Machine®. The X1
is sleek and finessed, its profile
enhanced by bold body lines and
its face anchored by BMW’s
distinctive kidney grilles. With the
2018 BMW X1, you can decide
between an xLINE or M SPORT
body style; the former marked by
satin aluminum bumper accents
and rocker panels, the latter with
Shadowline exterior trim and a
bolder and more aerodynamic
lower grille.

Interior comfort and functionality

Luxury and sharp looks carry over into the BMW X1’s interior, which delivers supple materials and
sumptuous stitching, as well as your preferred choice of upholsteries and lavish trims. Perhaps the
greatest assets the X1 interior has at its disposal are comfort and versatility — albeit compact in size,
the BMW X1 offers 39.4 inches of rear headroom and 58.7 cubic feet of max cargo space with the
rear seats folded flat.

Safety features you can count on

Helping to preserve your sense of comfort behind the wheel of the 2018 BMW X1 are numerous
advanced safety features. In addition to standard BMW eCall™, which includes Emergency Request
and Enhanced Automatic Collision Notification, BMW’s optional Driving Assistance Package adds to
your peace of mind with Active Driving Assistant — a suite of technologies that includes Lane
Departure Warning, Frontal Collision Warning and City Collision Mitigation. The Driving Assistance
Package also includes automatic high beams and Speed Limit Info, which help to keep you more
attuned to the road ahead.  

Performance you can expect

BMW’s performance prowess is well regarded by drivers the world over, and the 2018 BMW X1 lives
up to that expectation with its 2.0-liter TwinPower Turbo four-cylinder. This lightweight and efficient
engine delivers 228 horsepower and 258 lb-ft of torque while returning up to an EPA-estimated 31
mpg on the highway*, serving to make the X1 as capable as it is beautiful. With xDrive, BMW’s
intelligent all-wheel drive system, you benefit from the added assurance of having the most traction
and control possible even in inclement weather and on adverse terrains.

The 2018 BMW X1 synthesizes what drivers want and need the most, resulting in a devilishly
good-looking Sports Activity Vehicle® that drives like a dream and keeps you in comfort while you



good-looking Sports Activity Vehicle® that drives like a dream and keeps you in comfort while you
command the road.

*X1 xDrive28i.
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2018 BMW ALPINA B7 xDrive
With massive power and incredible refinement, the BMW ALPINA
B7 has few equals 

The ALPINA name is one that evokes feelings that range from exclusivity and prestige to unmitigated
performance and unyielding power. The 2018 BMW ALPINA B7 xDrive channels every sensation that
the names BMW and ALPINA can conjure, delivering a wickedly powerful sedan that is irrepressibly
refined and unflinchingly individualistic.

Raw power, refined performance

The growling heart of the 2018
BMW ALPINA B7 xDrive is the
next-generation Bi-Turbo 4.4-liter
TwinPower Turbo V8, which puts
out 600 horsepower and 590 lb-ft of
torque for performance certain to
accelerate your heart rate. This
power is harnessed through a new
ALPINA Switchtronic eight-speed
automatic transmission, which
utilizes Driving Dynamics Control to
select your preferred driving
experience — including a unique
ALPINA SPORT+ Mode, which
focuses on performance — and
Launch Control for maximum
movement off the line.

Underpinning the BMW ALPINA B7
is xDrive, BMW’s intelligent all-wheel drive system, which continuously adapts to the conditions of the
road below you and delivers the most traction possible by distributing power between the front and
rear axle as needed. BMW’s 2-Axle Air Suspension works in perfect harmony with Dynamic Damper
Control and Active Comfort Drive with Road Preview to create superlative response, and Integral
Active Steering provides a more intuitive experience behind the wheel.

An exquisite interior experience

The 2018 BMW ALPINA B7 emphasizes driver and passenger comfort — as well as individuality — by
enveloping its occupants in extravagant, high-quality materials. The BMW ALPINA B7 xDrive is
available with a half-dozen Nappa leather upholstery options — including Canberra Beige, rich Mocha
and powerful Black — as well as six additional BMW Individual Merino leather options ranging from
Smoke White/Viola to Fiona Red/Black. Upholstery choices are complemented by 10 different trim
options, including four BMW Individual selections, that run the gamut from Eucalyptus Smoke Brown
Wood Trim to Ash Grain Black and Red Wood Trim.

Additional touches include a Gesture Control system, which grants control over your experience with
as little as a wave of your hand, and 20-way power multi-contour front seats that help to keep you at
ease on any drive. Further luxuriousness can be had in the form of an available Interior Design
Package — adding Alcantara headliner and wood trim for the rear center armrest and rear seat belt
cover — and a Luxury Rear Seating Package that includes rear comfort seats with ventilation, heating
and massage, as well as three-level heated armrests at all positions and a heated steering wheel.

The 2018 BMW ALPINA B7 xDrive doesn’t stand apart from the crowd so much as it exists on a plane



The 2018 BMW ALPINA B7 xDrive doesn’t stand apart from the crowd so much as it exists on a plane
all its own. Fusing the prestige of two of the most trusted names in both performance and luxury
automotive, the BMW ALPINA B7 xDrive delivers what no other vehicle on the road can in a package
that is entirely inimitable.
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BMW Certified Pre-Owned
Legendary performance for less than you think.

1.49% APR for 60 months at $17.31 per month per $1,000 financed applies to all 2014 & 2015 BMW
Certified Pre-Owned 3 Series and 5 Series models financed through BMW Financial Services NA,
LLC. Offer available from participating BMW Dealers, to eligible, qualified customers with excellent
credit history who meet BMW Financial Services credit requirements. Not all customers will qualify for
the lowest rate. APR valid through 2/28/2018. Other rates available. All offers subject to vehicle
availability.
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BMW i Vision Dynamics Concept Revealed in
Frankfurt

Following in the wake of the BMW VISION NEXT 100 Concept, which envisioned a daring future
where the connection between a BMW and its driver is made even stronger with a digital companion,
the BMW i Vision Dynamics concept car made its world premiere this past September at the IAA Cars
2017 show in Frankfurt, Germany. The BMW i Vision Dynamics Concept previews BMW’s e-mobility
future, which combines the cutting-edge efficiency of a battery electric powertrain with an advanced
interpretation of BMW’s winning design.

“At the BMW Group, the future of
electric mobility has already
arrived,” said Harald Krüger,
Chairman of the Board of
Management, BMW AG. “We have
more electrified vehicles on the
road than any established
competitor and are committed to
expanding our activities in the field
of electric mobility as part of our
NUMBER ONE > NEXT strategy.
By 2025, we will be offering 25
models with an electrified drive
system — of which 12 will be
pure-electric”.

“With the BMW i Vision Dynamics,
we are showcasing how we
envisage future electric mobility
between the i3 and i8: a dynamic
and progressive four-door Gran
Coupe,” Krüger added. “We are therefore electrifying the heart of the BMW brand and, at the same
time, elevating BMW i into a totally new dimension.”

While the BMW i Vision Dynamics is a bold evolution of BMW’s design, it is nonetheless recognizable
as having been developed upon the foundation of today’s Ultimate Driving Machine®. It boasts a long
wheelbase, flowing roofline and short overhangs that give it a poised profile, as well as a unique take
on the BMW kidney grilles that utilizes sensors to create an “intelligence surface.”

The BMW i Vision Dynamics, like today’s BMW vehicles, is more than a bold look. Its electric
powertrain could potentially deliver up to 373-mile range while delivering a top speed of 120 mph and
a 0-62 mph time of four seconds. Balancing form and function, the BMW i Vision Dynamics is not
merely a proposition of something that might be; it’s a statement of intent, and a preview of what BMW
sees when it envisions the future of electrification.
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Now on DriveLiveTV: The 2018 BMW 2 Series
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Lease a 2018 BMW X3 xDrive30i for $499*/month for
36 months with $4,424 due at signing.
Choose your route to independence.

Well equipped with features such as Metallic Paint, and includes Destination charges.

 

$499*/month for 36 months

Leasing details

$499 first month's payment



$3,000 down payment
$0 security deposit
$925 acquisition fee

$4,424 Due at Signing

 

$499 PER MONTH FOR 36 MONTHS
$4,424 DUE AT SIGNING
SUGGESTED DEALER CONTRIBUTION OF $778

Offer not valid in Puerto Rico. Lease financing available on new 2018 BMW X3 xDrive30i models from
participating BMW Centers through BMW Financial Services through February 28, 2018, to eligible,
qualified customers with excellent credit history who meet BMW Financial Services' credit
requirements. Monthly lease payments of $499 per month for 36 months is based on an adjusted
capitalized cost of $40,417 (MSRP of $44,195, including destination and handling fee of $995, less
$3,000 customer down, $0 security deposit and suggested dealer contribution of $778). Actual MSRP
may vary. Dealer contribution may vary and could affect your actual lease payment. Cash due at
signing includes $3,000 down payment, $499 first month's payment, $925 acquisition fee and $0
security deposit. Lessee responsible for insurance during the lease term, excess wear and tear as
defined in the lease contract, $0.25/mile over 30,000 miles and a disposition fee of $350 at lease end.
Not all customers will qualify for security deposit waiver. Tax, title, license and registration fees are
additional fees due at signing. Advertised payment does not include applicable taxes. Purchase option
at lease end, excluding tax, title and government fees, is $26,075. Offer valid through February 28,
2018 and may be combined with other offers unless otherwise stated. Models pictured may be shown
with metallic paint and/or additional accessories. Visit your authorized BMW Center for important
details. ©2018 BMW of North America, LLC. The BMW name, model names and logo are registered
trademarks. 
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The Original BMW Battery Advantage

As your vehicle’s battery ages, surprises are the last thing you want. Original BMW Batteries are
designed and tested to deliver a longer service life than conventional batteries. BMW Original
Batteries are designed, manufactured and tested to be the perfect match for the Ultimate Driving
Machine. 

The BMW Difference

Every BMW battery is built at a
state-of-the-art manufacturing
facility in the United States and
must undergo more than 250
quality control checks to ensure
total and complete reliability. Our
batteries utilize a special Absorbed
Glass Mat (AGM) design that
optimizes space to maximize
starting performance, reserve
capacity and accessory power.

BMW Expertise

Restore your BMW to its original
performance potential by choosing
a BMW Original Battery and having
it installed by a BMW trained
technician at your local BMW
Center. To find the battery and pricing that is right for your vehicle, visit
https://bmwusaservice.com/batteries .
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Subscribe to our Newsletter

Fill in the fields below to receive an email each time we post a new issue of our newsletter:
 
Email Address:

First Name:

Last Name:

Phone Number:
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